Terms & Conditions for in-App Digital Subscriptions

What is covered by these terms
These terms apply to all purchases of a NZME in-App Digital Subscription. By purchasing a in-App Digital Subscription of the NZHerald from NZME Publishing Limited (NZME) you accept these terms and you also agree to our [NZME Network Website Terms of Use](#) and [Privacy Policy](#).

Enquiries
In-App Digital Subscriptions should be managed in the Apple or Google App store. If you have any queries about your subscription, please visit the [help pages](#) or contact our contact centre on 0800 100 888.

Use
Copyright in the content is owned by NZME or its licensors. No content may be reproduced, published or transmitted in any manner without the prior written consent of NZME.

All Digital Subscriptions and content provided are for personal use and cannot be used for any commercial purpose. You may not on-sell subscriptions or content to any third party.

The purchase of an in-App subscription allows you access to Premium content on desktop, but requires you to link your account when you purchase your subscription.

Auto-renewal and cancellation
In-App Digital Subscriptions automatically renew at the end of the applicable subscription period for additional periods of the same length and will continue to renew until cancelled or terminated. You can cancel your subscription (to be effective at the end of the then current subscription period) by viewing your “Subscriptions” in Settings on Apple devices, or under “Subscriptions” in the Google Play Store. You must cancel your subscription before it renews to avoid paying for future subscription periods. This means, when you cancel, you cancel only future charges for the subscription and you will not receive a refund for the then current subscription period. Access to content via your in-App Digital Subscription will also continue until the end of the then current subscription period. Subscriptions cannot be put on hold.

Cost
**Pricing:** NZME may offer different subscription packages and special promotions in-App which are not available on other platforms. We reserve the right to change and/or terminate any offered subscriptions or promotions at any time. Payments for the subscription are made to either Apple or Google (depending on your operating system). The price and any specific terms relating to your subscription will be confirmed to you when you subscribe. You can also find the specific details relating to your subscription, including the price and date of your next scheduled payment, by visiting “Subscriptions” in Settings on Apple devices, or under “Subscriptions” in your Google Account in Google Play Store. Prices are in NZ dollars and includes GST. International subscriptions do not attract GST.

**Payment:** Payments for your subscription are between you and Apple/Google, not NZ Herald or NZME.

In-app Digital Subscriptions are pre-paid. Google or Apple will deduct the subscription fee at the time you subscribe (or if you have signed-up for a free-trial, at the end of the free trial period) using the credit card associated to your Apple or Google ID, and then automatically at the beginning of each subscription period until your subscription is cancelled with Apple or Google. The subscription
fee and subscription periods will be described in the subscription offer, and you can check these by clicking on “Subscriptions” within your Apple ID or Google Play store. It is your responsibility to provide valid credit card details and an email address and ensure those are kept up to date at all times. If Google is unable to take payment for a subscription they will retry for a maximum period of 14 days, after which time your subscription will be cancelled. If Apple is unable to take payment for a subscription they will retry for a maximum period of 16 days, after which your subscription will be cancelled.

**Changes to pricing:** We (in conjunction with Apple or Google) can change the price of any in-App Digital Subscription packages and the amount that you pay (to be effective at the start of the next subscription period). You will be notified of this change by Apple or Google, and asked to consent to the change. If you do not consent, Apple will cancel your subscription prior to the price change taking effect, and Google will cancel your subscription if they do not have your consent within 30 days.

**New Digital Subscriber special offers:** From time to time, we may make special offers on in-App Digital Subscription packages that are available to new subscribers only via the NZHerald app. To be eligible as a new subscriber you must not have an existing digital subscription to nzherald.co.nz in the previous 12 months. If you sign-up for one of these special offers, we will tell you the special terms relating to that offer at the time you sign-up. These are one-time offers and you will not be able to cancel and then re-subscribe at the promotional price. We can amend or withdraw these special offers at any time.

**Personal Information and Communication**

You agree that any errors made in providing your contact information and order details are your responsibility.

**Privacy:** NZME and the NZHerald only receive your personal information if you link your in-App Digital Subscription to access Premium content on a desktop. That personal information will only be used and disclosed in accordance with the terms of the NZME Privacy Policy.

You agree to this, to check the Privacy Policy regularly and to let us know if you object to any NZME/NZHerald use or disclosure. The personal information we collect about you will be used to provide you with Digital Subscription newsletters as part of your subscription, communications about competitions and other offers that we think might be of interest to you, for administration purposes or to contact you about changes to your subscription, and to contact you from time to time with information about other NZME products and services, including contact from other companies within the NZME group of companies. Further information about what information we gather, how we use it, and to correct or change it can be found in our [Privacy Policy](#).

When you subscribe for in-App Digital Subscription, your details will be received, used and stored by either Apple or Google. For more information, refer to [Apple’s privacy policy](#) or [Google’s privacy policy](#).

**Communication and notices:** You can manage communications from NZHerald/NZME at any time by visiting “My Account”. We can communicate with you and give you notice in writing to the most recent email on your account. You can communicate and give us notice by calling 0800 100 888 or emailing us or by writing to us at NZME, Subscriber Service, PO Box 706, Shortland Street, Auckland 1140.

**Changes**
Changes by you: You can cancel your Digital Subscription as set out above, update your credit card, or change your information by visiting ‘Subscriptions’ within your Apple ID or Google Play.

Changes by us: We can make change to these terms at any time. If we have your personal details (where you have linked your in-App Digital Subscription to access Premium content on a desktop) we will provide at least 14 days’ notice to you. We can make changes to the content, inclusions, features and structure of any in-App Digital Subscription package at any time. We can change the pricing as set out above (in conjunction with Apple/Google), terminate or suspend your subscription at any time and for any reason (including if we suffer technical difficulties, breach terms of use, or for security reasons). Any refund or credit will be at the discretion of Apple or Google, and is not determined by NZHerald or NZME.

General Terms

Disclaimer of Liability: To the extent permitted by law, we are not liable to you for any loss or damage incurred by you in connection with your subscription, whether direct, consequential, special, indirect or other loss or damage. Any disputes as to billing or payment matters, including liability limits, will be determined according to the terms of use of Google or Apple.

Law: Subscriptions are provided in New Zealand and the laws of New Zealand apply. The terms and conditions of use relevant to Google or Apple will apply to the billing of your subscription.

We can make changes to these terms at any time. If you have linked your in-App Digital Subscription to access Premium content on desktop, we will provide you with at least 14 days’ notice to you.

Date Tuesday 26 May 2020.